The World’s Favourite Choice

• 100% Halal
• 100% Natural ingredients

• Brewed with 100% pure mineral water
• Bavaria Non alcoholic Malt drink consists of more than 90% pure mineral water

The most popular regular malt drink now in a great range of flavours
Bavaria offers the best tasting non alcoholic malt drinks in a great range of flavours. Thirst quenching exciting flavours
like Apple, Lemon, Peach, Melon and Regular.

100% Halal
As a result of the patented technology used in the Bavaria brewing process, no alcohol formation ever takes place.
Major Islamic Institutions such as the Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority acknowledge Bavaria’s production
process and ingredients as certified Halal.

100% Pure Mineral Water gives a unique taste
Unique in the production of our malt drinks is the use of 100% pure mineral water, which is extracted from a source
under the Bavaria brewery. This water is around 25.000 years old. Due to the natural purifying process it’s of such
high quality that it brings a unique softness.

Cork for optimum protection
Bavaria wants to ensure that our product reaches you in a perfect state.
Therefore we use a crown cork instead of a twist off to retain freshness and quality.

A healthy alternative as opposed to a soft drink
Malt drinks do not only have great taste, they also have great benefits. They have isotonic values and contain 68%
less sugars and 41% less calories than the average soft drinks or fruit juices.*

Exported from Holland with 300 years of quality focus
Bavaria has been in business ever since 1719 and is Europe’s biggest independent brewery. Exported from Holland,
Bavaria is the result of 300 years of complete dedication to a quality product
* Based on Bavaria regular.

So now enjoy the world famous Bavaria non alcoholic Malt drink!
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